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words for “personable” in this overview.
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Personable as an Adjective
Definitions of "Personable" as an adjective
According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “personable” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:
(of persons) pleasant in appearance and personality.
Pleasant in appearance and personality.
(of a person) having a pleasant appearance and manner.
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Synonyms of "Personable" as an adjective (29 Words)
adorable

Lovable especially in a childlike or naive way.
I have four adorable Siamese cats.

affable

Friendly, good-natured, or easy to talk to.
An affable and agreeable companion.

agreeable

Willing to agree to something.
A compromise which might be agreeable to both coal owners and unions.

amiable

Disposed to please- Hal Hinson.
The amiable young man greeted me enthusiastically.

appealing

(of characters in literature or drama) evoking empathic or sympathetic
feelings.
An appealing look.

attractive

Having the properties of a magnet; the ability to draw or pull.
A remarkably attractive young man.
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captivating

Capable of attracting and holding interest; charming.
Roosevelt was a captivating speaker.

charming

Possessing or using or characteristic of or appropriate to supernatural
powers.
A charming little cottage.

civil

Relating to civil law.
Civil rights.

clubbable

Inclined to club together.
His social world was inhabited exclusively by clubbable men.

congenial

(used of plants) capable of cross-fertilization or of being grafted.
He went back to a climate more congenial to his cold stony soul.

convivial

(of an atmosphere or event) friendly, lively, and enjoyable.
A convivial atmosphere at the reunion.

delightful

Greatly pleasing or entertaining.
The comedy was delightful.

enchanting

Delightfully charming or attractive.
Dinah looked enchanting.

endearing

Lovable especially in a childlike or naive way.
An endearing little grin.

engaging

Charming and attractive.
An engaging smile.

fetching

Attractive.
A fetching new hairstyle.

friendly

(of troops or equipment) of, belonging to, or allied with one’s own forces.
She gave me a friendly smile.

genial

(especially of air or climate) pleasantly mild and warm.
Our genial host.

good-natured Having an easygoing and cheerful disposition.
lovable

Having characteristics that attract love or affection.
A mischievous but lovable child.

nice

Socially or conventionally correct; refined or virtuous.
The corn and tomatoes are nice today.

pleasant

(of a person or their manner) friendly and considerate; likeable.
We had a pleasant evening together.

pleasing

Satisfying or appealing.
The pleasing austerity of the surroundings.
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popular

(of music or art) new and of general appeal (especially among young
people.
A democratic or popular movement.

sweet

With sweetening added.
It was the sweet life he had always craved.

warm

Inducing the impression of warmth used especially of reds and oranges and
yellows.
Her fair colouring suited soft warm shades.

winning

Attractive; endearing.
A winning smile.

winsome

Attractive or appealing in a fresh, innocent way.
A winsome smile.

Usage Examples of "Personable" as an adjective
She is quite a personable young woman.
He was so personable and well-spoken.
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Associations of "Personable" (30 Words)
adorable

Lovable especially in a childlike or naive way.
I have four adorable Siamese cats.

aesthetically

With regard to beauty.
This building is aesthetically very pleasing.

alluring

Powerfully and mysteriously attractive or fascinating; seductive.
An alluring prospect.

appealing

Able to attract interest or draw favorable attention.
An appealing sense of humor.

attract

Be attractive to.
He hoped this strategy would attract foreign investment by multinationals.

attractive

Having the properties of a magnet; the ability to draw or pull.
An attractive force.
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beautifully

In a beautiful manner.
A beautifully illustrated book.

charming

Possessing or using or characteristic of or appropriate to supernatural
powers.
Endowed with charming manners.

cute

Attractive in a pretty or endearing way.
A cute guy.

enchanting

Delightfully charming or attractive.
Enchanting music.

enchantment

The state of being under a spell; magic.
The enchantment of the mountains.

engaging

Charming and attractive.
An engaging smile.

enthralling

Capturing and holding one’s attention; fascinating.
An enthralling best seller.

enticing

Highly attractive and able to arouse hope or desire.
An enticing prospect.

entrancing

Capturing interest as if by a spell.
Antique papers of entrancing design.

fascination

The power to fascinate someone; the quality of being fascinating.
He had a lifelong fascination with science.

glamorize

Interpret romantically.
This new wallpaper really glamorizes the living room.

gorgeous

Dazzlingly beautiful.
A gorgeous Victorian gown.

handsome

(of a man) good-looking.
He was elected by a handsome majority.

intellectually

In a way that relates to the intellect.
Many of us have grown intellectually.

inviting

Attractive and tempting.
An inviting offer.

lovely

Lovable especially in a childlike or naive way.
Lovely views.

magnetic

Of a bearing in navigation measured relative to magnetic north.
The hard disk is covered with a thin coat of magnetic material.

ravishing

Delightful; entrancing.
A ravishing blonde.
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seductive

Tending to entice into a desired action or state.
A seductive voice.

stunning

Commanding attention.
A stunning performance.

tempting

Highly attractive and able to arouse hope or desire.
A tempting invitation.

urbane

Courteous and refined in manner (typically used of a man.
Maintained an urbane tone in his letters.

visually

With respect to vision.
A visually stunning film.

winsome

Attractive or appealing in a fresh, innocent way.
A winsome smile.
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